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Overview:  A sound Directory Strategy is the way to build Visibility for the client using online directories.  All 
companies should be in the Top-100 to Top -200 (Authority Rating) and the top industry specific directories. 
 
- Boost Visibility of business in online directories 
- Your client needs to be listed in the directories where people can be directed to leave a 5 Star Review. 

o Remember they need 6-10 reviews per Top Review Sites 
- Increase Citation Flow for Business Entity 
- Boost Ranking in Google Maps Pack 

 
Consultant Requirements: 
- Completed Client Worksheet 
- SPIN Descriptions: 10 Versions of 250 - 500- character description 
- YouTube Video 
- Business Logo in Jpeg 300 x 300 pixels 
- 2-3 Business Related Photos need to be square in proportion 
- It is recommended that client fix existing directories but we can fix $18 per listing 
 
Agency Services: 
Step 1:  Directory Build 
- 100% Manual Setup in Directory System 
- Most directories allow photos and video, for those that do the photos and video will be added 
- All Photos will be indexed, Geo Tagged and loaded with all Exif Data. 
- Not all directories allow spin descriptors but those that do will be done (SPIN Descriptions User Provided) 
- Top +Niche+ Geo+ Web2.0 Sites 
- Indexing 
- Provide a Detail Report 
- When directories are being built, we start with the highest authority sites for maximum juice for “CF” or citation 

flow. 
 
Prerequisite: 
Directory Audit Report 
GMB Optimized 
 
Turnaround: 
10 - 14 days 
Depending on the directory, it can take 1-4 weeks to populate 
 
Deliverable: 
Spreadsheet of directory URLS including login email and password 
 
Product/Service Option: Price: 
100 $1,500.00 
200 $2,500.00 
Aggregator Annual                  $650.00 Included Year 1 in price above 
Fix Existing Directories $18.00 each. (Password and sign-in needed) 
 
Options: 
None 
 
 
 
 
 

Directory	Building	Service	for	Visibility	
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Notes: 
- Great add on for GMB Process to maximize exposure 
- The company info and content in populated in top 100- 200 Directories 
- Need separate Directory listings for each business location. 
- Client is likely to get unsolicited sales calls and emails. Ignore these! 
- Aggregators-Included with a 100 Directory Order or greater for 1st year:  They scrape the Internet for 

company info. We provide the correct information to them twice a year so they don’t put the wrong information 
in directories  

 
Most companies also ordered one of more of the following: 
 
- Directory Audit Report 
- Directory Clean-up Service 
- Google Maps Strategy 
- Syndication Network Strategy 
- Powerful Link Building Strategy 
- GMB Optimized or Monthly Program 


